**Overview**

Ag-Tuf corrugated PVC liner panel provides efficient cladding for a wide variety of structures. From hog barns to dairy sheds, from poultry houses to fertilizer storage facilities and more, Ag-Tuf and Ag-Tuf UV hold up where other products won’t.

Ag-Tuf’s resistance to chemicals allows for frequent cleaning and sanitary maintenance, as well as extended service in harsh chemical environments.

Ag-Tuf panels are extremely easy to install and maintain using ordinary tools, while preserving its attractive glossy appearance over a long period of time.

**Main Benefits**

- Surface easy to clean/sanitize
- Excellent chemical resistance
- Resists emitted gasses in animal breeding areas
- Rust-proof and easy to maintain
- Excellent light reflectance
- Attractive high-gloss white finish
- Resists marking and scratching
- Non-flammable
- Ag-Tuf UV for corrosive environments and outdoor applications
- 10-Year limited warranty for Ag-Tuf, 5-Year limited warranty for Ag-Tuf UV

**Typical Applications**

- Poultry Farms
- Fish Farms
- Pig Farms
- Dairies
- Loafing Sheds
- Factories & Industrial Buildings
- Barns
- Food Processing
- Meat Packing
- Fertilizer Storage
- Workshops
- Kennels
- Marinas
- Car & Truck Washes
- Salt Storage

**Prefer a smooth PVC liner panel?**

Palram now offers Duraclad, a PVC interlocking liner panel that features a multi-wall structure, resulting in a high level of rigidity and strength. Easy-to-install, Duraclad also includes a best-in-class 20-year warranty. Visit Duraclad.com for more information.
In as much as PALRAM Industries has no control over the use to which others may put the material, it does not guarantee that the same results as those described herein will be obtained. Each user of the material should make his own tests to determine the material’s suitability for his own particular use.

Statements concerning possible or suggested uses of the materials described herein are not to be construed as constituting a license under any PALRAM Industries patent covering such use or as recommendations for use of such materials in the infringement of any patent. PALRAM Industries or its distributors cannot be held responsible for any losses incurred through incorrect installation of the material.

In accordance with our company policy of continual product development you are advised to check with your local PALRAM Industries supplier to ensure that you have obtained the most up to date information.
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